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Refracted Resonance

“…plucked sound has a remarkable quality because the actual pluck is the apex of the sound, and thereafter it dies, and if you
are playing a phrase of six or seven notes you are actually dealing with six or seven births and six or seven deaths….the
excitement is also in the space between the notes and therein lies the poetry of plucked sound…”
Julian Bream (A Life in the Country, 1976 BBC Documentary)

For every note the guitar can play there are an infinite number of tone colours waiting to be coaxed from its body. My
fascination with the timbral palette of the guitar has underpinned my love for the instrument and all of the work I have done in
exploring, commissioning and creating new music for it. This disc is a culmination of many years of that work. In it I have tried to
explore the kinds of music and ways of playing the guitar that move and inspire me. The composers represented on this
recording are those who have made the biggest impact on me musically and personally in the last ten years.
The music on this is disc is united, and indeed contrasted, by several main thematic ideas. Firstly there is music that revels in,
and in some cases is controlled by, the natural decay of resonating sound. George Holloway’s Second Guitar Sonata and my
short Refracted Meditations III both show the kind of fascination with the ‘birth/death’ element of plucked sound that Julian
Bream spoke of so eloquently back in 1976. There is also music that mirrors my own obsession with the harmonic series of
overtones. Tellur (Tristan Murail), Subconscious Wave (Horaţiu Rădulescu) and Holloway’s Guitar Sonata all have their
harmonic language rooted in the beauty and ‘otherness’ of the overtone series. The remarkable differences between them –
the flamenco inspired strumming in Tellur, the wild bowing of Subconscious Wave and the extreme physical virtuosity of the
Guitar Sonata – show the strength of each composer’s voice and the inventiveness of their writing for the guitar. Some of the
music presented in this recording is linked by an interest in process. Fox’s Chile and Murail’s Tellur, whilst superficially linked by
their exploration of various strumming techniques, use process in contrasting ways, either smoothly or as a kind of discontinuity.
Finally, I have tried to reflect my interest in differing kinds of virtuosity. There is music that requires physical dexterity (Tellur and
Guitar Sonata), music that requires rhythmic virtuosity (Chile and Second Guitar Sonata), music that requires ‘conceptual’
virtuosity (Subconscious Wave). Perhaps most importantly, there is also music that requires the performer to engage in a
virtuosity based purely on one’s ability to listen to the sound one is producing (Second Guitar Sonata).
Sam Cave, London, UK, December 2018

Tristan Murail: Tellur (1977)
“Tellur” writes the composer “starts off as a kind of wager: how can one produce the long sound continua necessary for my
work on procedures, transitions and evolutions, on an instrument that produces brief, plucked sounds?” The answer, it seems,
lay in the use of the rasgueado strumming techniques of the flamenco guitar. Indeed the whole sound-world and ‘sonic attitude’
of Tellur is closer to that of the flamenco guitar than the ‘classical’ guitar.
This piece is also extremely concerned with differing ways of attacking the strings. Murail notes that “two textures can be
produced on one string simultaneously that evolve in different ways (by disassociating the percussive sound caused by the
nails on the strings – a sound that has an exact and controllable frequency - and the sound produced by the resonance of the
strings themselves). I also used passages that move progressively from sound to noise (gradual dampening of the strings), the
progressive appearance of harmonics, of harmonic resonances of flat chords, unusual fingerings for harmonics, multiple trills
using both hands... etc”.
Combined with these techniques is an exploration of the tuning of the instrument.
Two tunings are employed during Tellur and both serve to subvert the traditional resonance of the guitar’s open strings and
allow the use of harmonics, chords and strumming figurations that move the music away from the guitar’s historically inevitable
‘E’ centred harmonic world. This is music of great drama and timeless power, at once extrovert and intimate.
Sam Cave, 2018

George Holloway: Guitar Sonata (2009-11)
My first Guitar Sonata was written for and dedicated to Sam Cave.
The work explores the very strict structuring of two contrasting materials, which are presented in alternating sections. Material
one largely consists of clouds of harmonics, material two of “normal” fretted chords and figurations. The section lengths
progressively change: to begin with material one dominates; later on, material two dominates. This discourse between two
contrasting materials prompted the designation of sonata, following the model of Jean Barraqué’s Piano Sonata.

The two essential materials of the first sonata.

The work uses a microtonal tuning of the strings to access certain "spectral" harmonies that imitate the pitches of the harmonic
series. The A-string is tuned to B 2/3 flat, while the B string is tuned to C 1/4 sharp, allowing for notes that approximate
respectively the 7th and 11th partials over given fundamentals. The main "fundamental" of the work is E2 (the lowest string of
the guitar). This note emphatically appears in the final section, when all the pent-up energies of the work are released and
evaporate.
George Holloway, 2018

Christopher Fox: Chile (1991)
Chile is a companion piece to my ensemble piece The Science of Freedom (1990) and they share a rhythmic vocabulary based
on Latin-American popular music, in particular the use of additive rhythms. When I wrote it, Chile also had a specifically South
American political significance, hence its title. The recurrent playing technique in the piece is the alternate sounding and muting
of the strings and, for me at least, this became a metaphor for the alternation of democratic freedom and its suppression in the
lives of the people of Chile until the end of the Pinochet dictatorship in 1990. The music’s fluctuation between more or less
repetition – between phrases that move forward and phrases that close in on themselves – has a similar expressive purpose.
Chile was written for Magnus Andersson, to whom it is dedicated, although it was the American guitarist Seth Josel who
eventually premiered the work, in Berlin in 1995.
Christopher Fox, 2018

George Holloway: Second Guitar Sonata (2011-14)
After the extreme technical virtuosity and invention of the first sonata, I sought a different approach in the Second Guitar
Sonata (2011-14). During a trip to Georgia in September 2011, I hiked up to the emblematic Trinity Church of Gergeti in the
shadow of the Mount Kazbegi; I was struck not only by the extraordinary calm and beauty of that place, but also by the bizarrely
dry acoustic (the distances between the surrounding mountains is so great that there is seemingly no echo). In the second
sonata, I try to capture this tranquillity, the vast sense of space, and the sublime landscape in the music of the second sonata.
A poem accompanies the work, “Kazbegi”:
around us rise
the towering rocks

in the moonlight,
silver shadow

earth-brown at noon
blue-grey at dusk

the crags are still:
we are quiet, we wait.

The second sonata, though technically simpler than the first, places far greater demands of listening on the performer. Both
the surface rhythms and the “structural” rhythms (the progression from one gesture to the next) are determined entirely by the
decay of “guide notes” written on the upper staff. Material on inferior staves happens only within the time frame of the decay
of the guide notes, while the repetition of individual notes and figures is also determined by their own decay.

The opening of the Second Guitar Sonata
The Second Guitar Sonata was also written for and dedicated to Sam Cave.
George Holloway, 2018

Horaţiu Rădulescu: Subconscious Wave (1984)
for solo guitar and taped digital sound
In Rădulescu’s work we hear the universe. The activation and combination of overtone spectra and the interaction of the
harmonics, difference tones, subtones and rhythmic beating arising from these spectra create the fabric of this music, the
‘Sound Plasma’ to use the Rădulescu’s term. It is music of stratospheric sophistication and ancient primordial drama that
revels in the intensity and beauty of pure sound.
In this piece, Rădulescu’s only for guitar, the strings are microtonally retuned to match certain overtones from the harmonic
spectrum of the note C. The performer then plucks, with varying degrees of resonance, a hugely complex array of natural
harmonics against a backdrop of ever shifting digital sound. At certain points the strings are bowed to produce moments of
shimmering harmonic clarity and incandescent violence and energy.
Occasionally the fundamental pitch of the whole piece, the note C, can be heard sung by the performer as it is absorbed into
the ‘Sound Plasma’ of the work.
I would like to dedicate my performance of this piece to the memory of Bob Gilmore (1961-2016) – a champion of Rădulescu’s
work and a musical giant in his own right.
Sam Cave, 2018

Sam Cave: Refracted Meditations III (2018)
‘Refracted Meditations’ is an unfinished set of short meditative pieces for solo guitar. The first of these was written for the
Swedish guitarist Johan Lofving in 2008 and I have added two more in the following decade. Refracted Meditations III is my
attempt to bring together some of the main themes running through this CD. Decaying resonance controls most of its rhythms
and gestures, as in George Holloway’s Second Guitar Sonata. I have attempted to explore the timbral possibilities of natural
harmonics and muted pizzicato plucking by altering the point of contact with the string. This is a reflection of Rădulescu’s
fascination with differing ways of ‘attacking’ the harmonic nodes. All of these influences and sonic fingerprints are gathered
together and filtered through my own harmonic language and tempered by my love for the intimate and evocative nature of the
guitar – an instrument that is simultaneously beguilingly fragile and deeply intense.
Sam Cave, 2018

Sam Cave is an English guitarist and composer who is establishing himself as one of the guitar’s leading exponents of new
music.
Sam’s performances have taken him to some of the most exciting venues and festivals in the UK and abroad with appearances
at the Turner Sims Concert Hall, The National Gallery, St John’s Smith Square, Handel and Hendrix in London (formerly Handel
House), London International Guitar Festival, Exhibition Road Music Day (European Day of Music), City Showcase Festival,
Leeds Leider+ Festival, SoundSCAPE festival of contemporary music in Italy, The Institute of Contemporary Arts, LSO St. Luke’s,
AVGARDE concert series in Norway, the Purcell Room at the Southbank Centre and the Tianjin May Festival in Tianjin, China. In
2012 Sam was selected for the prestigious Park Lane Group Young Artist Series.
In the decade leading up to 2019, Sam has performed dozens of world premieres of both solo works and, with The Octandre
Ensemble, chamber pieces by some of the leading young composers of our times including George Holloway, Gabriel Prokofiev,
Darren Bloom, Lisa Illean and many others. He has recorded for both ‘Another Timbre’ and ‘Metier’ record labels.
Sam studied at the Royal College of Music in London with Gary Ryan and Chris Stell with financial assistance from The
Countess of Munster Musical Trust. He has also studied with Vincent Lindsey-Clark, Michael Zev-Gordon, Michael Finnissy,
Gilbert Biberian and Craig Ogden and graduated from the University of Southampton with first class honours and the Edward
Wood memorial prize in music.
As a composer Sam’s work has been performed in the UK, Sweden, Norway, Poland, Lithuania, Italy, Australia and the USA by
some of the most exciting young ensembles and soloists working today. He is an LSO Soundhub Associate Composer for 201719 and his music is published by Babelscores.
Now also an educator in much demand Sam is currently a tutor in guitar at Brunel University London, he has been a guest
lecturer in composition for guitar at Coventry University and a lecturer in composition and orchestration at Kingston University.
Sam plays on a ‘super-concert guitar’ by Dutch luthier Jeroen Hilhorst.

Born in Le Havre in 1947, Tristan Murail received advanced degrees in classical and North African Arabic from the École
Nationale des Langues Orientales Vivantes, as well as a degree in economic science, while at the same time pursuing his
musical studies. In 1967, he became a student of Olivier Messiaen at the Paris Conservatory, and also studied at the Institut
d'Etudes Politiques in Paris, graduating three years later. In 1971, he was awarded the Prix de Rome, and later received a First
Prize in composition from the Paris Conservatory. He spent the next two years in Rome, at the Villa Medicis.
Upon returning to Paris in 1973, he co-founded the Ensemble L’Itineraire with a group of young composers and
instrumentalists. The ensemble quickly gained wide recognition for its fundamental research in the area of instrumental
performance and live electronics.
In the 1980s, Tristan Murail used computer technology to further his research in the analysis and synthesis of acoustic
phenomena. He developed his own system of microcomputer-assisted composition, and then collaborated with Ircam for
several years, where he taught composition from 1991 to 1997, and took part in the conception of the computer-assisted
composition program “Patchwork”. In 1997, Tristan Murail was named professor of composition at Columbia University in New
York, teaching there until 2010.
Again in Europe, he continued giving master-classes and seminars all over the world, was guest professor at the Mozarteum
University in Salzburg for three years, and is currently guest professor at the Shanghai Conservatory.
George Holloway was Dean of Composition at Tianjin Conservatory of Music (the first foreign head of department in any
Chinese conservatory) from 2015 to 2018. He recently founded his own choir, the Holloway Children’s Choir. George studied
Classics at Oxford, and composition at Southampton. He has studied composition with Robert Saxton and Michael
Finnissy. George has also studied conducting at the Central Conservatory of Music, Beijing, with Chen Lin and Yu Lu.
George’s music has been performed by, among others, the Kreutzer Quartet, Ensemble Mise-En, Atlantic Music Festival
Contemporary Music Ensemble, Phasma Music, Qingdao Symphony Orchestra, St Christopher Chamber Orchestra, Ensemble
Synaesthesis, Gemini Ensemble, Asian American New Music Institute, “Fan-Yin” Chinese instrument ensemble, David Alberman,
Sam Cave, David Owen Norris and Peter Shepperd Skærved. His wind quartet, Mysterious Future, won second prize in the
Witold Szalonek International Composition Competition, and was premiered in Kwidzyn in June 2018.
A documentary about George's composition and choral conducting was broadcast on Chinese national TV in January 2018.
Christopher Fox is a composer who sometimes writes about music too. Often working at a tangent to the musical mainstream
he has based his compositional career around close collaborations with particular performers, including Elizabeth Hilliard, Ian
Pace, Anton Lukoszevieze and Philip Thomas, the Ives Ensemble, Apartment House and EXAUDI.

His work is the subject of the book Perspectives on the music of Christopher Fox: Straight lines in broken times (AshgateRoutledge, 2016). CDs of his music are available on the Ergodos, HatHut, Métier and NMC labels. He is editor of TEMPO and
professor of music at Brunel University London.
Horaţiu Rădulescu was born in Bucharest on January 7 1942. He studied the violin privately with Nina Alexandrescu, a pupil of
Enescu, and later studied composition at the Bucharest Academy of Music (MA 1969), where his teachers included Stefan
Niculescu, Tiberiu Olah and Aurel Stroë, some of the leading figures of the newly emerging avant-garde. Upon graduation in
1969 Rădulescu left Romania for the west, and settled in Paris, becoming a French citizen in 1974. He returned to Romania
thereafter several times for visits, beginning in 1991 when he directed the first public performance of any of his mature works
in his native country.
One of the first works to be completed in Paris was Credo for nine cellos, the first work to employ his spectral techniques. This
technique “comprises variable distribution of the spectral energy, synthesis of the global sound sources, micro- and macro-form
as sound-process, four simultaneous layers of perception and of speed, and spectral scordaturae, i.e. rows of unequal intervals
corresponding to harmonic scales”. These techniques were developed considerably in the subsequent decades.
In the early 1970s he attended classes given by Cage, Ligeti, Stockhausen, and Xenakis at the Darmstadt Summer Courses,
and by Ferrari and Kagel in Cologne. He presented his own music in Messiaen’s classes at the Paris Conservatoire in 1972-73.
Beginning in the early 1970s Rădulescu’s works began to be performed at the leading contemporary music festivals, including
those at Gaudeamus, Darmstadt, Royan, Metz and Donaueschingen. From 1979 to 1981 he studied computer-assisted
composition and psycho-acoustics at IRCAM. In 1988 he lived in Berlin on a DAAD fellowship, and in 1989-90 he was resident
in San Francisco and Venice as a laureate of the Villa Médici hors les murs scholarship.
Rădulescu died in Paris on September 25th 2008.

Adapted from: https://www.horatiuradulescu.com/biography
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I would like to offer my sincere thanks to everyone who helped make this recording possible, starting with my wonderful wife
Ruth who has put up with a never ending procession of composer visits, rehearsals, recording days, editing sessions and ongoing general musical craziness! I would like to thank Jeroen Hilhorst for his amazing work making my guitar, Christian
Mason for allowing me to use his Encore guitar on Subconscious Wave and for his fantastic insight into Radulescu’s music,
Pierre at Physio Edge, John Croft for his superb technical skill and musical sensitivity in recording my playing, Johan Lofving
for his truly great friendship and camaraderie, Nikolai Varma for his on-going support of my work, Christian Doubble for
capturing the spirit of this project so beautifully with his cover art and photos and George Holloway and Christopher Fox for
their wonderful music, their friendship and patience while this project took shape!
Sam Cave
Website: www.samcave.com
Facebook: @samcavenewmusic
Twitter: @samcave1
Instagram: new.music.plucker
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